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An orbifold datum is a collection A of algebraic data in a modular
fusion category C. It allows one to define a new modular fusion category
CA in a construction that is a generalisation of taking the Drinfeld
centre of a fusion category. Under certain simplifying assumptions we
characterise orbifold data A in terms of scalars satisfying polynomial
equations and give an explicit expression which computes the number
of isomorphism classes of simple objects in CA.
In Ising-type modular categories we find new examples of orbifold
data which – in an appropriate sense – exhibit Fibonacci fusion rules.
The corresponding orbifold modular categories have 11 simple objects,
and for a certain choice of parameters one obtains the modular category
for sl(2) at level 10. This construction inverts the extension of the latter
category by the E6 commutative algebra.
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1. Introduction and summary
The notion of an orbifold datum was introduced in [CRS1] to describe a gener-
alised notion of “orbifolding” a topological quantum field theory by carrying out
an internal state sum construction, where the underlying manifold is stratified by
a defect foam. For the three-dimensional Reshetikhin-Turaev TQFT defined by
a modular fusion category C, an orbifold datum A is described algebraically as a
tuple [CRS3]
A =
(
A, T, α, α¯, ψ, φ
)
,
where A is a (∆-separable, symmetric) Frobenius algebra in C, T is an A-(A⊗A)-
bimodule in C, α, α¯ are endomorphisms of T ⊗ T , ψ is an invertible A-A-bimodule
endomorphism of A, and finally φ is a constant. The conditions A has to satisfy
– as well as their interpretation in a TQFT with point, line and surface defects –
can be found in [CRS3].
Given an orbifold datum A in a modular fusion category C, the construction in
[CRS3, CMRSS] defines a new TQFT – the generalised orbifold – by evaluating
the TQFT for C on stratified manifolds where 2-strata are labelled by A, 1-strata
by T and 0-strata by α or α¯. On the other hand, the pair (C,A) gives rise to a new
modular fusion category CA [MR] (under the extra assumption that A is simple,
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see below), and one finds that the Reshetikhin-Turaev TQFT for CA is equivalent
to this generalised orbifold [CMRSS].
All previously known examples of orbifold data were of three types: a) those
obtained from a commutative algebra A, b) those obtained from a G-crossed ribbon
category for a finite group G, and c) those obtained from a spherical fusion category
[CRS3]. In this paper we provide an explicit example which is not of these three
types, and we believe that more examples can be found with the methods we
use. As outlined below, two motivations to look for such more general examples
are provided by the classification of modular fusion categories and by topological
phases of matter.
We now describe the construction and the example in more detail.
Let C be a modular fusion category. Our first (of three) simplifying assumption
is that the fusion rules N kij of C are all either 0 or 1.
The second (and most drastic) simplifying assumption is that the algebra A is
a direct sum of copies of the tensor unit 1 of C, itself thought of as a commutative
Frobenius algebra. That is, A =
⊕
a∈B 1a, where a ∈ B indexes the different copies
of 1. This is definitely not the most general ansatz, but it will be good enough to
find new examples.
Accordingly, T =
⊕
a,b,c∈B atbc, where atbc ∈ C. The third simplifying assumption
we make is that atbc is either zero or a simple object.
Under these three assumptions, in Section 2 we state the conditions an orbifold
datum has to satisfy as polynomial equations for the expansion coefficients in an
appropriate basis. This is very similar to expressing e.g. the pentagon equation
for the associator of a fusion category in terms of F -matrices as “FF =
∑
FFF”.
And indeed, this equation appears in the special case that C is the category of
finite-dimensional complex vector spaces.
Given a list of scalars solving the polynomial equations characterising an orbifold
datum A as above, one can find expressions in terms of these scalars that compute
whether A is simple (Proposition 3.3), as well as the number of simple objects in
CA (Proposition 3.7).
Our example is an orbifold datum in Ising-type modular fusion categories Iζ,.
These are precisely the modular fusion categories with three simple objects 1, σ,
ε and fusion rules
ε⊗ ε ∼= 1 , σ ⊗ σ ∼= 1 ⊕ ε .
There are 16 such categories, indexed by ζ ∈ C with ζ8 = −1 (equivalently, ζ is
a primitive 16th root of unity), and by a sign  ∈ {±1}, see [DGNO, App. B]. We
describe Iζ, in detail in Section 4.
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We make the ansatz that A is a direct sum of two copies of 1, which we index
by ι and ϕ:
A = 1ι ⊕ 1ϕ . (1.1)
For atbc we make the ansatz
atbc =

1 ; either 0 or 2 of a, b, c are ϕ
σ ; all of a, b, c are ϕ
0 ; else
(1.2)
This ansatz may seem completely ad hoc, but we explain in Remark 1.2 below
how to arrive at these conditions. Note that if we define numbers M abc to be 1 if
atbc 6= 0 and 0 else, we obtain the Fibonacci fusion rules. Hence the title of this
paper. In Section 5 we solve the resulting polynomial equations (up to a simple
gauge freedom), and the solutions are (Theorem 5.1):
Theorem 1.1. For each primitive 48th root of unity h ∈ C and for each  ∈ {±1}
we obtain an orbifold datum Ah, in Iζ,, where ζ = h3 and where A and T are as
above.
There are 16 possible choices for h and thus 32 orbifold modular categories
(Ih3,)Ah, which turn out to be pairwise non-equivalent (Proposition 6.1). Each
category (Ih3,)Ah, has 11 isomorphism classes of simple objects, and its global
dimension is given by (Proposition 5.2)
Dim
(
(Ih3,)Ah,
)
= 24
(
h2 + h−2
)−2
, (1.3)
which takes values 6.43.. and 89.5.. depending on h. Objects of CA consist of A-A-
bimodules together with certain extra data. In the case of (Ih3,)Ah, , we compute
the underlying bimodules (and hence objects in Iζ,) for the 11 simple objects, see
Section 6. This allows one for example to determine their quantum dimensions.
The next remark suggests that the (Ih3,)Ah, should in an appropriate sense all be
Galois conjugates of C(sl(2), 10).
Remark 1.2.
1. Denote by C(sl(2), 10) the modular fusion category of integrable highest
weight representations of the affine Lie algebra ŝl(2)10. We arrived at the
above ansatz for A and t by investigating the extension of C(sl(2), 10) by the
commutative algebra A = 0 ⊕ 6, where the underlined number denotes the
Dynkin label.1 From conformal embeddings (see e.g. [DMS, Ch. 17.5] and
1 We would like to thank Terry Gannon for pointing out the relevance of this example to our
attempts to find orbifold data not in one of the three classes mentioned above.
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[Os]), this extension is known to be C(sp(4), 1) which is an Ising-type cate-
gory (see [DMNO, Sec. 6.4]). The algebra A also describes the E6 modular
invariant of the SU(2)-WZW model at level 10.
As mentioned above, extensions are an instance of a generalised orbifold.
Conjecturally, the process of taking a generalised orbifold can be inverted
by another generalised orbifold, so it was expected that there is an orbifold
datum in this Ising-type category which inverts the extension. A general
discussion of inverse orbifolds for extensions will be given in [Mu] and leads
to the above ansatz.
We note that for two-dimensional topological field theories, the procedure of
passing to a generalised orbifold is indeed invertible [BCP, Sec. 4].
2. From part 1 (and [Mu]), one can conclude that for the values h,  that
correspond to the inverse of the extension from C(sl(2), 10) to C(sp(4), 1)
(which are h = exp(pii19
24
) and  = −1, see Remark 5.3), we get (Ih3,)Ah, ∼=
C(sl(2), 10).
3. As will be explained in [Mu], the fact that set B = {ι, ϕ} in our example
has two elements is related to the observation that the 11×11 matrix ZE6 for
the E6 modular invariant satisfies ZE6ZE6 = 2ZE6 . Analogously, the 29×29
matrix ZE8 for the E8 modular invariant of the SU(2)-WZW model at level
28 satisfies ZE8ZE8 = 4ZE8 . Thus the inverse orbifold to the extension from
C(sl(2), 28) to C(G2, 1) (which is a Fibonacci category) will be described by
an orbifold datum with A = 1⊕4 in this Fibonacci category.
Another direction in which one could attempt to generalise the example from
Theorem 1.1 is to replace the Ising-type categories by more general Tambara-
Yamagami categories.
We hope to investigate these examples in more detail in the future.
Remark 1.3. The notion of an orbifold datum is very similar to that of a monoidal
category enriched over a braided category [MP], and, equivalently, to module tensor
categories [MPP]. The latter also appear in the description of so-called anchored
planar algebras [HPT]. For instance, the example in Theorem 1.1 can be thought
of as a category with two simple objects ι and ϕ, enriched in I(ζ, ), such that ι is
the tensor unit and e.g. the Hom-object ϕ⊗ ϕ→ ϕ is given by σ ∈ I(ζ, ). In the
context of anchored planar algebras, the corresponding example is treated in [HPT,
Ex. 3.15]. We also note that via the connection to enriched monoidal categories,
the construction of CA should correspond to the enriched centre of [KZ1].
We will not pursue this point of view in the present paper but hope to return to
it in the future.
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To conclude the introduction, let use give two more motivations for the work
presented in this paper.
The first motivation stems from the classification of modular fusion categories.
There is, up to equivalence, only a finite number of modular fusion categories with
a given number of simple objects [BNRW1], a property called rank-finiteness. It
therefore makes sense to classify such categories by number of simple objects (the
rank). This has been done up to rank 5 [RSW, BNRW2], and rank 6 is in progress
[Gr, Cr].
Up to these ranks, the classification produces only group- and Lie-theoretic ex-
amples. A systematic approach to produce more exotic examples of modular cate-
gories is to consider Drinfeld doubles of (the fusion categories associated to) finite
index subfactors, see e.g. [HRW, EG, JMS, GM] for more details and references.
The smallest and most famous exotic example is the Haagerup subfactor whose
fusion category has rank 6, and whose Drinfeld double has rank 12. This example
is currently very much out of reach of the direct classification of modular categories
by rank.
Drinfeld doubles of fusion categories are by definition examples of modular fusion
categories of trivial Witt class [DMNO]. One can therefore think of the systematic
study of fusion categories as the exploration of the trivial Witt class of modular
categories. On the other hand, passing from C to CA does – conjecturally – stay
within the same Witt class. The problem we would like to advocate with the simple
example considered in this paper is:
Try to explore non-trivial Witt classes of modular categories by sys-
tematically studying orbifold data A in a given small representative of
a Witt class, e.g. by solving the simplified equations in Section 2 and
then computing CA.
The second motivation stems from the study of topological phases of matter.
Namely, unitary modular categories C model anyons in two-dimensional topologi-
cal phases of matter, see e.g. [RW]. If such a topological phase has a finite sym-
metry group G, one can try to gauge this symmetry. If this is unobstructed, one
arrives at a new topological phase described by the unitary modular category C×,GG
[BBCW, CGPW]. This is (conjecturally) a special case of the generalised orbifold
construction above [MR, Sec. 1.1]. In this sense one can think of an orbifold datum
as a generalised notion of symmetry for a topological phase of matter. In another
approach [CZW], Hopf monads are used to describe generalised symmetries.
In fact, by Remark 1.2 the generalised orbifold (or gauging of the “generalised
symmetry”) by one of the specific examples we describe in this paper is inverse to
the anyon condensation of the E6 commutative algebra in the chiral su(2)10 WZW-
model. See [Ko] and references therein for more details on anyon condensation.
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Since the Ising category does not support universal quantum computation, but
C(sl(2), 10) does (see [NR, RW]), it would be interesting to see if the fact that a
generalised orbifold can turn the former into (a close relative of) the latter has
applications in topological quantum computation.
Finally, assuming the validity of the relation in Remark 1.3, an orbifold datum in
the modular fusion category given by representations of a rational vertex operator
algebra describes a gapless edge of a 2d topological order [KZ2, KZ3].
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe our simplifying
assumptions for an orbifold datum A and derive the polynomial equations it has
to satisfy. In Section 3 we study the corresponding orbifold modular category CA
and give explicit expressions for its global dimension and number of simple objects.
In Section 4 we review Ising-type modular categories, and in Section 5 we classify
solutions for Fibonacci-type orbifold data in these categories. In Section 6 we
illustrate how to gain information about objects of the orbifold modular category
form their underlying bimodules. An appendix contains some of the more technical
calculations.
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2. Orbifold data via polynomial equations
In this section we review the notion of an orbifold datum in a modular fusion cat-
egory (i.e. a semisimple modular tensor category). Under a number of simplifying
assumptions, we give a description of an orbifold datum in terms of polynomial
equations, much like the pentagon equation for the associator of a fusion category
Let C be a modular fusion category over an algebraically closed field k. We fix a
set I of representatives of its isomorphism classes of simple objects so that 1 ∈ I.
For i, j, k ∈ I, we denote by Nkij the dimension of the Hom space C(i ⊗ j, k). For
the rest of the section we make the
assumption: Nkij ∈ {0, 1} . (A1)
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It is also going to be useful to fix a nonzero element (i.e. a basis) of those spaces
C(i ⊗ j, k) which are one-dimensional. We will denote this element, as well as its
dual in C(k, i⊗ j) with respect to the composition pairing by
λ(ij)k = , λ
(ij)k = , (2.1)
i.e. they satisfy λ(ij)k◦λ(ij)k = idk. We follow the conventions of [FRS], in particular
the diagrams are to be read from bottom to top. If i = 1 and k = j we choose
λ(1j)j to be the left unitor 1⊗ j → j of C. In the same way, we choose λ(i1)i to be
the right unitor.
The associator morphisms are encoded in the F -matrix and its inverse G, whose
elements are indexed by i, j, k, l, p, q ∈ I. They are defined by the following rela-
tions:
=
∑
q∈I
F (ijk)lpq , =
∑
q∈I
G(ijk)lpq . (2.2)
Since λ(1x)x and λ(x1)x are unitors, if at least one of i, j, k is 1 and the corresponding
F -matrix element is not automatically zero by the fusion rules, we have F
(ijk)l
pq = 1.
Similarly, the braiding morphisms are given by the R-matrix and its inverse,
whose elements are, for i, j, k ∈ I:
= R(ij)k , = R−(ij)k . (2.3)
An orbifold datum in C [CRS1, CRS3] is a tuple A = (A, T, α, α, ψ, φ). Here, A
is a symmetric ∆-separable Frobenius algebra in C, and T is an A-A⊗A-bimodule.
We will index the first and second tensor factor in A⊗A by 1 and 2, respectively,
to distinguish between the two A actions on T from the right. Then α and α are
A-A⊗ A⊗ A-bimodule isomorphisms
α : T ⊗2 T → T ⊗1 T, α : T ⊗1 T → T ⊗2 T , (2.4)
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where i = 1, 2 denotes the tensor product over A with respect to the indicated
action. Finally, ψ : A → A is an A-A-bimodule isomorphism and φ ∈ k× is a
number. The constituents of an orbifold datum must fulfil the conditions (O1)–
(O8) listed in [MR, Sec. 2.3]. These conditions first appeared in [CRS1, CRS3]
under the name special orbifold datum. For example, conditions (O2) and (O3)
state that α and α are inverse to each other up to the action of ψ’s.
The main goal of this paper is to construct an example of an orbifold datum.
To this end, in addition to (A1) we make another
assumption: A =
⊕
a∈B
1 , (A2)
where B is a finite set. The different copies of 1 in the direct sum defining A will be
distinguished by adding an index, i.e. 1b, b ∈ B. One then has the decomposition
T =
⊕
a,b,c∈B
atbc , (2.5)
where for a, b, c ∈ B, atbc ∈ C is an object. The bimodule structure of T is such that
atbc is an 1a-(1b ⊗ 1c)-bimodule, where the action of the corresponding summand
1d, d ∈ B is via the unitor morphisms in C and the other summands act by zero.
At this point we make one more
assumption: each atbc is either 0 or a simple object. (A3)
To obtain the rest of the orbifold datum, one must find the morphisms α, α, ψ
and the scalar φ and verify conditions (O1)-(O8). From the assumptions (A1)–(A3)
one gets decompositions α =
⊕
a,b,c,d∈B α
a
bcd, α =
⊕
a,b,c,d∈B α
a
bcd, where
αabcd :
⊕
p∈B
atbp ⊗ ptcd −→
⊕
q∈B
atqd ⊗ qtbc , (2.6)
αabcd :
⊕
p∈B
atpd ⊗ ptbc −→
⊕
q∈B
atbq ⊗ qtcd , (2.7)
as well as
ψ =
⊕
a∈B
ψa · id1a , ψa ∈ k× . (2.8)
The conditions these data must satisfy are somewhat simpler if one uses the fol-
lowing rescaled version of morphisms αabcd instead:
αabcd =
1
ψ2c
fabcd , a, b, c, d ∈ B , (2.9)
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where fabcd are morphisms having the same source and target as α
a
bcd in (2.7).
Similarly, we denote by gabcd a rescaling of α
a
bcd (we will see later that this is the
inverse of fabcd):
αabcd
∣∣
pq
=
ψ2c
ψ2pψ
2
q
gabcd
∣∣
pq
, (2.10)
where we use the notation
αabcd
∣∣
pq
, fabcd
∣∣
pq
: atbp ⊗ ptcd −→ atqd ⊗ qtbc ,
αabcd
∣∣
pq
, gabcd
∣∣
pq
: atpd ⊗ ptbc −→ atbq ⊗ qtcd , (2.11)
for the restrictions of αabcd, f
a
bcd, α
a
bcd and g
a
bcd to the corresponding direct summands.
For i ∈ I, we introduce scalars fa, ibcd, pq and ga, ibcd, pq such that
fabcd
∣∣
pq
=
∑
i∈I
fa, ibcd, pq , g
a
bcd
∣∣
pq
=
∑
i∈I
ga, ibcd, pq . (2.12)
One can now translate the conditions (O1)–(O8) into equations for these scalars.
The result is:
Proposition 2.1. Under the assumptions (A1), (A2), (A3), giving an orbifold
datum in C is equivalent to giving a set of scalars
fa, ibcd, pq, g
a, i
bcd, pq, ψa, φ, a, b, c, d, p, q ∈ B, i ∈ I, (2.13)
which satisfy the equations in Table 1.
Proof. The reformulation of conditions (O1)–(O8) from [MR, Def. 2.2] in terms of
the scalars defining the orbifold datum under assumptions (A1)–(A3) is tedious
but straightforward. The labelling conventions we use are shown in Appendix A.1.
As an example, the computation for the pentagon identity (O1) is given in Ap-
pendix A.2. The derivation of the other identities is similar and we omit the
details.
Remark 2.2. The identities (O2) and (O3) show that
fabcd :
⊕
p∈B
atbp ⊗ ptcd ←→
⊕
q∈B
atqd ⊗ qtbc : gabcd (2.14)
are indeed inverse to each other. In particular, the scalars ga, ibcd, pq are uniquely
determined by the scalars fa, ibcd, pq.
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∑
i,j∈I
F
(atre rtsd stbc)g
k i G
(atbp ptcq qtde)g
j m F
(stbc atsq qtde)g
i j R
(atsq stbc)j R−(stbc i)g
· fa, isde, qr fa, jbcq, ps
=
∑
x∈B,l∈I
F
(atre rtbx xtcd)g
k l G
(atbp ptxe xtcd)g
lm f
p, m
cde, qx f
a, l
bxe, pr f
r, k
bcd, xs (O1)
∑
q∈B
fa, ibcd, qr · ga, ibcd, pq = δpr N iatpd ptbc (O2)
∑
q∈B
ga, ibcd, qr · fa, ibcd, pq = δpr N iatbp ptcd (O3)
∑
d∈B,i,j∈I
ψ2bψ
2
d
ψ2qψ
2
p
fa, jbcd, pq g
a, i
b′cd, qp F
(ptcd m qtbc)j
atbp atqd
G
(ptcd m qtb′c)i
atqd atb′p
·R(ptcd atbp)j R−(atb′p ptcd)i dim j
dim atqd
dim i
dim atbp
= δbb′ N
atbp
m qtbc
(O4)
∑
b∈B,i,j∈I
ψ2bψ
2
d
ψ2pψ
2
q
ga, jbcd, pq f
a, i
bcd′, qp F
(ptbc m qtcd)j
atpd atbq
G
(ptbc m qtcd′ )i
atbq atpd′
·R−(ptbc atpd)j R(atpd′ ptbc)i dim j
dim atbq
dim i
dim atpd
= δdd′ N
atpd
m qtcd
(O5)
∑
c∈B,i,j∈I
ψ2aψ
2
c
ψ2qψ
2
p
fa, jbcd, pq g
a′, i
bcd, qp G
(atqd m ptcd)j
atbp qtbc
F
(a′ tqd m ptcd)i
qtbc a′ tbp
· dim j
dim qtbc
dim i
dim atbp
= δaa′ N
atbp
atqd m
(O6)
∑
a∈B,i,j∈I
ψ2aψ
2
c
ψ2pψ
2
q
ga, jbcd, pq f
a, i
bc′d, qp F
(atpd m qtcd)j
ptbc atbq
G
(atpd m qtc′d)i
atbq ptbc′
· dim j
dim atbq
dim i
dim ptbc
= δcc′ N
ptbc
m qtcd
(O7)
∑
b,c∈B
ψ2bψ
2
c dim atbc =
∑
b,c∈B
ψ2bψ
2
c dim btca =
∑
b,c∈B
ψ2bψ
2
c dim ctab = ψ
2
aφ
−2 (O8)
Table 1.: Polynomial equations defining an orbifold datum A in a modular fusion
category C under assumptions (A1)–(A3). The sum over d ∈ B in (O4) is restricted
to those d for which atqd 6= 0. Analogous restrictions apply to the sums over B in
(O5)–(O7).
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Let us recall a (rather strong) notion of an isomorphism of orbifold data in C
as introduced in [CRS3, Def. 3.12]: A T -compatible isomorphism from an orbifold
datum A = (A, T, α, α, ψ, φ) to A˜ = (A, T˜ , α˜, α˜, ψ, φ) is an isomorphism ρ : T → T˜
of A-A⊗ A-bimodules such that
(ρ⊗ ρ) ◦ α = α˜ ◦ (ρ⊗ ρ) . (2.15)
The orbifold TQFTs obtained from two orbifold data related by a T -compatible
isomorphism are isomorphic, see [CRS3, Lem. 3.13].
Given a scalar ξ ∈ k× one can define a new orbifold datum
Aξ =
(
T, A, ξ α, ξ α, ξ−1/2ψ, ξ1/2φ
)
. (2.16)
It is easy to check that Aξ again satisfies the conditions (O1)-(O8) and that the
corresponding orbifold TQFTs are isomorphic. We will refer to Aξ as a rescaling
of A.
Consider a T -compatible isomorphism ρ : T → T of orbifold data satisfying the
assumptions (A1)–(A3). In this case one has:
ρ =
⊕
a,b,c∈B
aλbc · idatbc , (2.17)
where there is one scalar aλbc ∈ k× for each non-zero atbc. It follows from (2.15)
that α and α˜ are related by
α˜abcd
∣∣
pq
=
aλqd qλbc
aλbp pλcd
· αabcd
∣∣
pq
, a, b, c, d, p, q ∈ B , (2.18)
or equivalently, the sets of scalars fa, ibcd, pq, g
a, i
bcd, pq, f˜
a, i
bcd, pq, g˜
a, i
bcd, pq are related by
f˜a, ibcd, pq =
aλqd qλbc
aλbp pλcd
· fa, ibcd, pq g˜a, ibcd, pq = a
λbq qλcd
aλpd pλbc
· ga, ibcd, pq . (2.19)
Evidently, if fa, ibcd, pq, g
a, i
bcd, pq, ψa, φ solve the equations in Table 1, then so do f˜
a, i
bcd, pq,
g˜a, ibcd, pq, ψa, φ.
One can exploit the invariance of equations in Table 1 under transformations
(2.19) to simplify the search for solutions. Will will illustrate this in the next
lemma for solutions which in addition satisfy the following unitality condition:
assumption: there is a distinguished element ι ∈ B, such that
atιb = atbι =
{
1 , if a = b
0 , if a 6= b .
(A4)
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Lemma 2.3. Suppose assumptions (A1)–(A4) hold. Let a, b, c ∈ B be such that
atbc 6= 0. Then the morphisms faιbc, fabιc, fabcι are determined by the scalars fa, atbcιbc, ab ,
fa, atbcbιc, cb , f
a, atbc
bcι, ca , all of which are non-zero. Via a suitable transformation of the form
(2.19), we can achieve that
fa, atbcι b c, ab = f
a, atbc
b ι c, cb = f
a, atbc
b c ι, ca = 1 . (2.20)
Proof. One quickly determines that the expression in (2.12) e.g. for fabcι has a single
term when p = c, q = a and vanishes otherwise. That the corresponding scalars
are non zero is implied by the invertibility conditions (O2) and (O3).
The normalisation can be shown as follows: Take c = d = ι, p = q = e,
r = s = b, m = k = 1, g = atbe in the condition (O1). Then assuming atbe 6= 0 one
can simplify the resulting equation to
fa, atbebιe, eb = f
e, 1
ιιe, eι · f b, 1bιι, ιb. (2.21)
Any transformation (2.19) such that for all b, e ∈ B one has
bλbι =
(
f b, 1bιι, ιb
)−1
, eλιe = f
e, 1
ιιe, eι (2.22)
then results in f˜a, atbebιe, eb = 1. After this transformation, setting b = c = s = ι,
p = q = a, r = d, k = 1, m = g = atde, in (O1) and assuming atde 6= 0 one finds
that f˜a, atdeιde, ad = 1 already holds. Similarly, by taking d = e = q = ι, r = s = a,
p = c, m = 1, k = g = atbc and assuming atbc 6= 0 one finds that f˜a, atbcbcι, ca = 1 holds
too.
3. The category CA and some of its basic properties
In this section we recall the condition on an orbifold datum A to be simple, and
how a simple orbifold datum A ∈ C gives rise to a new modular category CA.
Under the simplifying assumptions (A1)–(A3) we give expressions in terms of the
scalars in Proposition 2.1 that determine whether A is simple, compute the global
dimension of CA, and give the number of simple objects of CA.
As described in [MR], an orbifold datum A in a modular fusion category C yields
a new (multi-)fusion category CA. Its objects are A-A-bimodules M equipped with
A-A⊗ A-bimodule isomorphisms
τM1 : M ⊗A T → T ⊗1 M, τM2 : M ⊗A T → T ⊗2 M, (3.1)
which are called T -crossings and satisfy a list of conditions available in [MR,
Sec. 3.1]. Morphisms in CA are morphisms of the underlying A-A-bimodules which
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commute with the T -crossings. The tensor product in CA is the tensor product
over A of underlying bimodules with T -crossings as described in [MR, Sec. 3.2]
The tensor unit is given by the regular bimodule A together with the T -crossings
τAi = , τ
A
i = , i = 1, 2 , (3.2)
where the index shows which right A-action on T we use and τAi is the pseudo-
inverse of τi. For an object M ∈ CA, the pseudo-inverse τMi of the T -crossing τMi
is inverse to τMi up to an action of ψ’s, see [MR, Sec. 3.1].
We call the orbifold datum A simple if the tensor unit of CA is simple, that is, if
dim CA(A,A) = 1. We have [MR, Thm. 3.17]:
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a simple orbifold datum in a modular fusion category C.
Then CA is again a modular fusion category.
Recall from (2.15) and (2.16) the notion of a T -compatible isomorphism and of
a rescaled orbifold datum.
Proposition 3.2. Let A, A˜ and Aξ be orbifold data in C, such that A˜ and A are
related by a T -compatible isomorphism, and such that Aξ is a rescaling of A for
some ξ ∈ k×. Then CA, CA˜ and CAξ are equivalent as ribbon fusion categories.
Proof. Given a T -compatible isomorphism ρ : T → T˜ , define the functor F : CA →
CA˜ as (M, τM1 , τM2 ) 7→ (M, τ˜M1 , τ˜M1 ), where
τ˜Mi := [M ⊗A T˜ idM ⊗ρ
−1−−−−−→M ⊗A T τi−→ T ⊗iM ρ⊗idM−−−−→ T˜ ⊗iM ], i = 1, 2 . (3.3)
On morphisms, F acts as the identity. One checks that τ˜i, i = 1, 2 are indeed
T˜ -crossings. For M,N ∈ CA the objects F (M ⊗N) and F (M)⊗ F (N) are equal,
giving F a natural monoidal structure, which preserves braidings and twists.
Similarly the functor CA → CAξ , (M, τM1 , τM2 ) 7→ (M, ξτM1 , ξτM2 ) gives a ribbon
equivalence between CA and CAξ .
Given two objects M,N ∈ CA and a morphism f : M → N of the underlying
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bimodules, let us define the average of f to be
f := φ4 . (3.4)
Here, ψ1, ψ2 : T → T are morphisms obtained by composing [1C η−→ A ψ−→ A] with
the appropriate right action of A on T (where η : 1C → A is the unit of A; see
[MR, Def. 2.2] for details on this notation). The index at a crossing of a bimodule
and a T -line refers to τi or τ i, depending on the direction of the crossing.
The average f of f is a morphism in CA, see [MR, Sec. 3.4]. In fact, the map
f 7→ f is an idempotent projecting onto the subspace CA(M,N) ⊆ ACA(M,N).
Thus, A is simple if and only if the image of the averaging map is one-dimensional
when applied to bimodule morphisms A→ A.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that char(k) = 0. Under the assumptions (A1)–(A3)
we have
dim CA(A,A) = φ4
∑
a,b,d,p∈B
ψ2b ψ
2
d dim atpd dim ptba . (3.5)
In particular, A is simple if and only if the right hand side yields 1.
Proof. Using the T -crossings for A as in (3.2) one has:
= = . (3.6)
The assumptions (A1)–(A3) allow us to write a morphism f : A → A as f =⊕
a∈B fa id1a for some scalars fa. Substituting also A =
⊕
a∈B 1a and T =⊕
a,b,c∈B atbc , the right hand side of (3.6) becomes⊕
a,b,c,d,p∈B
ψ2bψ
2
cψ
2
d
ψ2a
fc · id1a ⊗ idatpd ⊗ idptbc . (3.7)
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Multiplying with φ4 and taking the trace over T ⊗ T yields
f =
⊕
a∈B
(∑
c∈B
fc ·
[
φ4
∑
b,d,p∈B
ψ2bψ
2
cψ
2
d
ψ2a
· dim atpd · dim ptbc
])
id1a . (3.8)
In the basis {id1a}a∈B of ACA(A,A), the numbers in the square brackets describe
precisely the matrix elements of the averaging map, indexed by a, c ∈ B. Taking
the trace of this matrix then yields exactly the right hand side of (3.5).
Next we turn to the global dimension of CA. The global dimension of a spherical
fusion category is the sum of the squared dimensions of its simple objects. Given
a simple orbifold datum A in a modular fusion category C, it was shown in [MR,
Thm. 3.17] that the global dimension of CA is
Dim CA = Dim C
φ8 · (trC ψ4)2
(∗)
=
∑
i∈I(dim i)
2
φ8 · (∑b∈B ψ4b)2 , (3.9)
where in (∗) we used assumptions (A1)–(A3) and substituted the scalars in Propo-
sition 2.1.
Finally, we turn to computing the number of (isomorphism classes of) simple
objects in CA. We will do this with the help of Reshetikhin-Turaev TQFT:
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that char(k) = 0. The invariant of the three-torus T 3 =
S1 × S1 × S1 in the Reshetikhin-Turaev TQFT ZC for a modular fusion category
C is equal to the number of isomorphism classes of simple objects in C:
ZC(T 3) = |I| . (3.10)
Proof. This is immediate from writing ZC(T 3) as the trace over ZC(T 2 × [0, 1]).
The trace computes the dimension of ZC(T 2) = C(1,
⊕
i∈I i
∗ ⊗ i), which in turn
gives the number of simple objects, see [Tu, Sec. IV.1.4].
Next we use the equivalence of the TQFT for CA and the orbifold TQFT of C
by A [CMRSS]:
Theorem 3.5. For a modular fusion category C and a simple orbifold datum A in
C, the TQFTs ZCA and Zorb,AC are equivalent. In particular, for each closed oriented
three-manifold M , we have
ZCA(M) = Z
orb,A
C (M) . (3.11)
We will not review the construction of the orbifold TQFT Zorb,AC and instead
refer to [CRS3] for details. The following lemma relies heavily on the methods
in [CRS2, CRS3] and gives a complicated but explicit expression for the invariant
assigned to T 3 by the orbifold TQFT.
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Lemma 3.6. For a modular fusion category C and a simple orbifold datum A
satisfying assumptions (A1)–(A3) from Section 2, we have
Zorb,AC (T
3) =
φ2 ·
∑
a,b,c,d,e,f,g∈B
r,s,t,u,v,w∈I
ψ2aψ
2
cψ
2
eψ
2
f
ψ2bψ
2
dψ
2
g
f e, rafc, bg f
e, s
caf, gd f
e, u
fca, db g
e, t
acf, db g
e, v
fac, gd g
e, w
cfa, bg
·
∑
x,y,z,k,l,m∈I
Lbcf, wteba, ur
∣∣
x
Ldca, usefd, vt
∣∣
y
Lgaf, srecg, wv
∣∣
k
· dim z
dim l
dim v
dim k
F
(r z y)v
k u F
(s k x)u
l w G
(t x z)u
rm G
(s ym)u
t l
· Txyz, klm , (3.12)
where
Lbcf, wteda, ur
∣∣
x
= Nw
etda btcf
N t
etad btcf
dimx
dim btfc
F
(etad btcf x)r
btfc t
G
(etda btcf x)u
w btfc
,
Txyz, klm =
∑
p,j∈I
dim j
dim p
θj
θpθx
R−(z x)m G(p z y)pp k G
(p k x)j
p l F
(p ym)j
l p F
(p z x)j
mp ,
and the expression for the L-symbol holds when btfc 6= 0 and is set to zero other-
wise.
The proof is a rather technical computation which we present in Appendix A.3
Combining the above results, we arrive at the following statement.
Proposition 3.7. Suppose that char(k) = 0. For modular fusion category C and
a simple orbifold datum A satisfying assumptions (A1)–(A3) from Section 2, the
number of isomorphism classes of simple objects in CA is given by (3.12).
Remark 3.8. In Proposition 3.3, Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 3.7 we had to require
char(k) = 0 because we computed the dimension of a vector space as a trace. If
k has finite characteristic, the corresponding equalities still hold modulo char(k).
That is, if A is simple, then the right hand side of (3.5) is 1 modulo char(k) (but
the converse no longer holds), and the number of isomorphism classes of simple
objects in CA is given by (3.12) modulo char(k).
4. Ising-type modular categories
For the rest of the paper, we work over the field of complex numbers, k = C.
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A braided fusion category of Ising-type is a special case of a Tambara-Yamagami
category, where the underlying abelian group is Z2 [TY, Si]. Including also the
ribbon twist, there are 16 different modular fusion categories of Ising-type [DGNO,
App. B],
Iζ, , where ζ8 = −1 ,  ∈ {±1} . (4.1)
We will use the abbreviation
λ = ζ2 + ζ−2 , (4.2)
which implies that λ2 = 2. The category Iζ, has three simple objects, I = {1, ε, σ}.
Here, 1, ε form the Z2-subgroup of the fusion ring, and σ⊗σ ∼= 1⊕ε. The quantum
dimensions and twist eigenvalues of the simple objects are
dim(1) = 1 , dim(ε) = 1 , dim(σ) = λ ,
θ1 = 1 , θε = −1 , θσ = ζ−1 . (4.3)
The R-matrices of Iζ, are given by
R(εε)1 = −1 , R(σσ)1 = ζ , R(σσ)ε = ζ−3 , R(σε)σ = R(εσ)σ = ζ4 . (4.4)
The F -matrices with one internal channel are
F
(εεε)ε
11
= 1 ,
F
(εεσ)σ
σ1 = 1 , F
(εσε)σ
σσ = −1 , F (σεε)σ1σ = 1 ,
F
(σσε)ε
σ1 = 1 , F
(σεσ)ε
σσ = −1 , F (εσσ)ε1σ = 1 .
(4.5)
as well as F
(ijk)1
ik = 1 for i, j, k ∈ I whenever the F -matrix is allowed by fusion, i.e.
when 1 is a summand of i ⊗ j ⊗ k. Finally, the only F -matrix with two internal
channels is
F
(σσσ)σ
11
= F
(σσσ)σ
1ε = F
(σσσ)σ
ε1 =
1
λ
, F (σσσ)σεε = −
1
λ
. (4.6)
The G-matrix in this case is obtained from the relation G
(ijk)l
pq = F
(kji)l
pq (see
e.g. [FRS, Eqn. (2.61)]).
The global dimension of Iζ, and its anomaly (or Gauss sum, see e.g. [DGNO,
Sec. 6.2]) are given by
Dim(Iζ,) =
∑
i∈I
dim(i)2 = 4 ,
ξ(Iζ,) = 1√
Dim(Iζ,)
∑
i∈I
dim(i)2 θi = ζ
−1 = exp
(
2pii c
8
)
. (4.7)
The number c is also called topological central charge and is defined mod 8. For
ζ = exp(−pii1
8
− 2piim
8
), m = 0, 1, . . . , 7 one finds c = 4δ,−1 + 12 +m (mod 8).
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Remark 4.1.
1. The “original” Ising modular category, i.e. the representation category of
the c = 1
2
unitary Virasoro vertex operator algebra, is given by  = 1 and
ζ = exp(−pii1
8
) as only for these values we have
dim(σ) =
√
2 , θσ = exp
(
2pii 1
16
)
. (4.8)
2. For C(sp(4), 1) which appears in the extension of C(sl(2), 10) as in Remark 1.2
we have [DMS, Eq. (17.80)]
dim(σ) =
√
2 , θσ = exp
(
2pii 5
16
)
, (4.9)
which corresponds to  = −1 and ζ = exp(pii3
8
). The central charge of the
chiral Sp(4) WZW model at level 1 is c = 5
2
, which agrees with the topological
central charge (mod 8).
5. Fibonacci-type solutions inside Ising categories
Here we find all solutions for orbifold data in Ising-type categories for a particular
ansatz for A and T .
Fix ζ and  as in Section 4. We will work in the modular fusion category Iζ,.
We make the ansatz B = {ι, ϕ} and
A = 1ι ⊕ 1ϕ , atbc =

1 ; either 0 or 2 of a, b, c are ϕ
σ ; all of a, b, c are ϕ
0 ; else
(5.1)
As mentioned below (1.2), this mimics the fusion rules of a Fibonacci category,
hence we call the solutions below of Fibonacci type.
Let h ∈ C satisfy
h3 = ζ and h is a primitive 48th root of unity . (5.2)
We fix the following values for f , ψ, φ2:
ψ2ι φ
2 =
1
3− h4 − h−4 , ψ
2
ϕφ
2 = − h
10 + h−10
3− h4 − h−4 ·  ,
f ι, σϕϕϕ, ϕϕ = h , f
ϕ, ε
ϕϕϕ, ϕϕ = h
5 , fϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ιι =
1
h12(h2 − h−2) ,
fϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ϕϕ = −h−1 fϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ιι , fϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ιϕ fϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ϕι =
λ
h
fϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ιι . (5.3)
The value of φ2 ∈ C× can be chosen arbitrarily and then fixes those of ψ2ι , ψ2ϕ.
Similarly, the value of, say, fϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ιϕ ∈ C× is arbitrary, fixing that of fϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ϕι.
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Theorem 5.1. Every orbifold datum in Iζ, which has A, T as specified in (5.1)
and satisfies the normalisation condition (2.20) is given by (5.3) with h subject
to (5.2). Different choices for φ2, fϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ιϕ ∈ C× are related by rescalings and by
T -compatible isomorphisms.
Proof. Let us first note that by Lemma 2.3 one can set
fa, ibcd, pq = N
i
atbp ptcd
N i
atqd qtbc
, a, b, c, d, p, q ∈ B , i ∈ I (5.4)
whenever at least one of b, c, d is ι ∈ B. For the rest of the f -coefficients which are
not automatically zero by the fusion rules we use the abbreviations
f ι, σϕϕϕ, ϕϕ = h , f
ϕ, 1
ϕϕϕ, ιι = fιι , f
ϕ, 1
ϕϕϕ, ιϕ = fιϕ , f
ϕ, 1
ϕϕϕ, ϕι = fϕι ,
fϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ϕϕ = f
1
ϕϕ , f
ϕ, ε
ϕϕϕ, ϕϕ = f
ε
ϕϕ . (5.5)
Next we consider some of the equations implied by (O1):
a b c d e p q r s g m k equation
ι ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ι ϕ ι 1 1 1 f 2ιι + hfιϕfϕι = 1 (a)
ι ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ι ϕ ϕ 1 1 1 fιιfιϕ = −hfιϕf1ϕϕ (b)
ι ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ε ε ε h(f εϕϕ)
2 = h2ζ3 (c)
ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ι ϕ ι ϕ σ σ σ h2fιι =
ζfιϕfϕι
λ
(d)
ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ι ϕ ϕ ι σ σ 1 fιι =
hfιϕfϕι
λ
(e)
ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ι ϕ ϕ ϕ σ σ 1
fιϕfεϕϕ
ζ3λ2
=
fιϕf1ϕϕ
λ
(
h− ζ
λ
)
(f)
(5.6)
Let us denote z = hfιϕfϕι. Substituting (5.6 e) into (5.6 a) yields z
2 + λ2z = λ2.
Substituting (4.2) gives z2 + 2z = 2, which implies
z = −1 + δ
√
3 , δ = ±1 . (5.7)
In particular, h, fιϕ, fϕι are all non-zero. Other constants can then also be ex-
pressed in terms of z as follows:
fιι
(5.6 e)
=
z
λ
, f1ϕϕ
(5.6 b)
= − z
λh
, f εϕϕ
(5.6 f)
=
ζ3
h
(
ζ
λ
− h
)
· z . (5.8)
In particular, fιι and f
1
ϕϕ are non-zero. Substituting (5.8) into (5.6 d) yields the
relation ζ = h3. Using this, one can conclude that also f εϕϕ 6= 0.
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Conditions (O2) and (O3) are equivalent to expressing the constants ga, ibcd, pq,
a, b, c, d, p, q ∈ B, i ∈ I in terms of the ones in (5.4) and (5.5):
ga, ibcd, pq = N
i
atpd ptbc
N i
atbq qtcd
, if ι ∈ {b, c, d} ,
gι, σϕϕϕ, ϕϕ =
1
h
, gϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ιι = −hf1ϕϕ , gϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ιϕ = hfιϕ, gϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ϕι = hfϕι ,
gϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ϕϕ = −hfιι , gϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ϕϕ =
1
f εϕϕ
, (5.9)
the rest of them being automatically zero.
Among the equations given by the condition (O8) only two are distinct, namely
ψ4ι + ψ
4
ϕ =
ψ2ι
φ2
, 2ψ2ιψ
2
ϕ + λψ
2
ϕ =
ψ2ϕ
φ2
. (5.10)
The solutions to (O8) therefore are
ψ2ι =
1
2φ2
(
1− νλ√
6
)
, ψ2ϕ =
ν
φ2
√
6
, ν = ±1 . (5.11)
At this point the solutions are collected in (5.8), (5.7) and (5.11) and para-
metrised by (h, δ, ν), where h24 = −1 (implied by (4.1)) and δ, ν ∈ {1,−1}. Plug-
ging them into (O4)-(O7) and into the remaining equations implied by (O1), one
finds2 that h must be a primitive 48th root of unity and that δ, ν are determined
by h and  as follows, writing h = exp
(
pini
24
)
,
n 1 5 7 11 13 17 19 23 25 29 31 35 37 41 43 47
δ − + + − − + + − − + + − − + + −
ν − − + + + + − − − − + + + + − −
The signs can be expressed explicitly in terms of h and  as
δ =
2h4 − h12√
3
, ν =
h6 + h−6√
2
δ . (5.12)
With the expressions derived above one can now verify that (5.3) indeed gives all
solutions to (O1)–(O8).
Different choices for φ2 are trivially related by a rescaling as in (2.16).
It remains to show that different choices of fιϕ, fϕι such that hfιϕfϕι = λfιι give
orbifold data that are related by T -compatible isomorphisms. To see this, take all
constants aλbc in (2.17) (which correspond to a non-zero atbc) to be equal to one,
2 For most of these computations we used the computer algebra system Mathematica.
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except for ϕλϕϕ. Using (2.19) to compute the effect on the f -coefficients shows
that all but fιϕ and fϕι are invariant, and that the latter two get multiplied by
(ϕλϕϕ)
2 and (ϕλϕϕ)
−2, respectively.
Let us denote the orbifold datum obtained in Theorem 5.1 by Ah,. By Proposi-
tion 3.2 (and Theorem 5.1), different choices for φ2, fϕ, 1ϕϕϕ, ιϕ ∈ C× lead to equivalent
ribbon fusion categories (Ih3,)Ah, . Hence it make sense not to include these choices
into the notation for the orbifold datum Ah,.
Starting from the data in (5.1)–(5.3), by direct computation2 from (3.5) and
Proposition 3.7, and by Theorem 3.1 one obtains:
Proposition 5.2. The orbifold datum Ah, is simple. The category (Ih3,)Ah, is a
modular fusion category with 11 simple objects and has global dimension
Dim
(
(Ih3,)Ah,
)
= 24
(
h2 + h−2
)−2
. (5.13)
Remark 5.3. In Remark 4.1 (2) we noted that extending C(sl(2), 10) by the com-
mutative algebra A = 0⊕ 6 (i.e. passing to the category of local modules) results
in Iζ, with ζ = exp(pii38) and  = −1. In [CRS3, Sec. 3.4] it was explained how
extending by a commutative algebra can be understood as a generalised orbifold,
and in [Mu] it will be shown that this procedure can in turn be inverted by an
appropriate orbifold datum. In the C(sl(2), 10) example, this will be achieved by
one of the Ah,=−1 discussed here. In fact, we can already deduce the relevant value
of h. The condition h3 = ζ shows that h = exp(piim
24
) with m ∈ {3, 19, 35}. Of
these, only m ∈ {19, 35} gives a primitive 48th roots of unity. The global dimension
of C(sl(2), k) is k+2
2
(
sin pi
k+2
)−2
and only for m = 19 does (5.13) give the global
dimension 89.5.. of C(sl(2), 10).
6. Analysing CA via adjunctions
Let A = (A, T, α, α, ψ, φ) be an orbifold datum in a modular fusion category C.
Computing the simple objects and tensor products of CA requires analysing the
possible T -crossings, which can be complicated. In this section we will illustrate
that one can obtain some of that information already from looking only at the
underlying bimodules.
The forgetful functor U : CA → ACA, (M, τMi ) 7→ M has a biadjoint P : ACA →
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CA, see [MR, Rem. 3.12]. Explicitly, P is given by
P (M) =

im , τ
P (M)
i

, (6.1)
where we do not spell out the T -crossings of P (M) as they will not be relevant in
this section. The horizontal lines in the above diagram are all labelled by A and
connected to T by the first or second (co)action as indicated. One can verify that
the corresponding endomorphism of T ⊗ T ⊗M ⊗ T ∗ ⊗ T ∗ is an idempotent.
For a (multi-)fusion category F , we denote by IrrF be a set of representatives
of the isomorphism classes of simple objects. In particular, I = Irr C.
For simple bimodules µ, ν ∈ Irr
ACA we define the constants
Xµν = dim CA(P (µ), P (ν)) =
∑
Λ∈IrrCA
dim CA(P (µ),Λ) dim CA(Λ, P (ν)) . (6.2)
Applying the adjunction, this can be rewritten as (we do not write out the forgetful
functor)
Xµν = dim ACA(P (µ), ν) =
∑
Λ∈IrrCA
dim ACA(µ,Λ) dim ACA(Λ, ν) . (6.3)
In particular, the first equality shows that Xµν describes how the underlying bi-
module of P (µ) decomposes into simple bimodules,
P (µ)
ACA∼=
⊕
ν∈Irr
ACA
Xµν ν . (6.4)
Every simple object of CA appears as direct summand of some P (µ) (use the unit
or counit of the adjunction to see this). Thus one can attempt to find the simple
objects of CA by using the above information about Hom spaces to decompose all
the P (µ).
Under assumptions (A1)–(A3), firstly, the simple objects of ACA are of the form
axb, where x ∈ I and a, b ∈ B, and the left and right actions of A are by the unitors
of 1a and 1b respectively. Secondly, by specialising (6.1) one gets
P (axb) =
⊕
p,q,r,s,v∈B
ptrv ⊗ rtua ⊗ x⊗ st∗ub ⊗ qt∗sv . (6.5)
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Applying the fusion rules of Iζ, gives
Xaxb, pyq = dim ACA ( P (axb), pyq )
=
∑
i,j,k∈I
∑
r,s,u,v∈B
N i
ptrv , rtua N
j
i,x N
k
j, st∗ub
Nyk, qt∗sv . (6.6)
Let us now specialise these general considerations to the concrete example of the
orbifold datum A = Ah, in C = Ih3, as given in Section 5. Note that the precise
values of h and  are immaterial as we only need the fusion rules of Iζ, and the
expressions for A and T in (5.1). The simple A-A-bimodules are
ι1ι , ϕ1ϕ , ιει , ϕεϕ , ισϕ , ϕσι︸ ︷︷ ︸
grade 0
, ι1ϕ , ϕ1ι , ιεϕ , ϕει , ισι , ϕσϕ︸ ︷︷ ︸
grade 1
. (6.7)
The grading indicated above is respected by the tensor product ⊗A, and it turns
out that the matrix X is block-diagonal with respect to this grading.3 Indeed,
a straightforward computation shows that, in the above ordering of the simple
bimodules,
(
Xaxb, pyq
)
=

2 3 0 1 1 1
3 8 1 6 5 5
0 1 2 3 1 1
1 6 3 8 5 5
1 5 1 5 4 4
1 5 1 5 4 4
⊕

3 3 1 1 1 5
3 3 1 1 1 5
1 1 3 3 1 5
1 1 3 3 1 5
1 1 1 1 2 4
5 5 5 5 4 14
 . (6.8)
Let us first focus on the grade-0 block of X. We already know a simple object
of CA, namely the tensor unit A = ι1ι ⊕ ϕ1ϕ. Hence, we may as well decompose
each P (µ) as
P (µ) ∼= CA(P (µ), A)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ACA(µ,A)
A⊕ P (1)(µ) , (6.9)
where now P (1)(µ) does no longer contain A as a direct summand. Equivalently,
P (1)(µ) ∼=
⊕
Λ∈IrrCA ,Λ6=A
ACA(µ,Λ) Λ . (6.10)
In terms of the P (1)(µ) we can define a new matrix X
(1)
µν = dim CA(P (1)(µ), P (1)(ν)),
which can be written as
X(1)µν =
∑
Λ∈IrrCA ,Λ 6=A
dim ACA(µ,Λ) dim ACA(Λ, ν)
3Actually, ACA is graded by Z2 × Z2, but only the indicated Z2 is respected by X.
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= Xµν − dim ACA(µ,A) dim ACA(A, ν) . (6.11)
Explicitly, the grade-0 summand X(1)
∣∣
grade 0
is given by
2 3 0 1 1 1
3 8 1 6 5 5
0 1 2 3 1 1
1 6 3 8 5 5
1 5 1 5 4 4
1 5 1 5 4 4
−

1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
 =

1 2 0 1 1 1
2 7 1 6 5 5
0 1 2 3 1 1
1 6 3 8 5 5
1 5 1 5 4 4
1 5 1 5 4 4
 . (6.12)
The first diagonal entry reads dim CA(P (1)(ι1ι), P (1)(ι1ι)) = 1, which means that
P (1)(ι1ι) =: ∆ is itself a simple object of CA.
Note that we can write X
(1)
µν = dim CA(P (1)(µ), P (ν)) = dim ACA(P (1)(µ), ν), and
so can still read off the decomposition into simple bimodules form the first row of
the above matrix:
∆ = ι1ι ⊕ ϕ1⊕2ϕ ⊕ ϕεϕ ⊕ ισϕ ⊕ ϕσι . (6.13)
Iterating the above procedure, we now define P (2) and X(2) by excluding the
simple objects A and ∆ from the sum. One finds that X(2)
∣∣
grade 0
is given by
1 2 0 1 1 1
2 7 1 6 5 5
0 1 2 3 1 1
1 6 3 8 5 5
1 5 1 5 4 4
1 5 1 5 4 4
−

1 2 0 1 1 1
2 4 0 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 0 1 1 1
1 2 0 1 1 1
1 2 0 1 1 1
 =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 3 1 4 3 3
0 1 2 3 1 1
0 4 3 7 4 4
0 3 1 4 3 3
0 3 1 4 3 3
 . (6.14)
The third diagonal entry shows that P (2)(ιει) is a direct sum of two non-isomorphic
simple objects in CA, which we denote by E1 and E2. The corresponding row again
gives the decomposition into bimodules as
E1 ⊕ E2 = ϕ1ϕ ⊕ ιε⊕2ι ⊕ ϕε⊕3ϕ ⊕ ισϕ ⊕ ϕσι . (6.15)
From (6.3) – applied to P (2) – one obtains a constraint on how to distribute the
bimodules between E1 and E2. Namely, for each µ we have
X(2)µµ ≥
(
dim ACA(µ,E1)
)2
+
(
dim ACA(µ,E2)
)2
. (6.16)
It follows that each Ei must contribute one copy of ιει, and that no one of the Ei
can contain all three copies of ϕεϕ. If we denote the summand that contains ϕ1ϕ
by E1, the remaining possibilities are
E1 = ϕ1ϕ ⊕ ιει ⊕ ϕε⊕(1+u)ϕ ⊕ ισ⊕xϕ ⊕ ϕσ⊕yι
E2 = ιει ⊕ ϕε⊕(2−u)ϕ ⊕ ισ⊕(1−x)ϕ ⊕ ϕσ⊕(1−y)ι
, u, x, y = 0, 1 . (6.17)
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If we denote by X(3) the matrix obtained by the sum in (6.3) with simple objects
A,∆, E1, E2 omitted, we find
X(3)
∣∣
grade 0
=

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 3− u 3− x 3− y
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 3− u 0 2 1 + δux 1 + δuy
0 3− x 0 1 + δux 2 1 + δxy
0 3− y 0 1 + δuy 1 + δxy 2
 . (6.18)
From the second row we deduce that there are two further non-isomorphic simple
objects Φ1, Φ2, such that
Φ1 ⊕ Φ2 = ϕ1⊕2ϕ ⊕ ϕε⊕(3−u)ϕ ⊕ ισ⊕(3−x)ϕ ⊕ ϕσ⊕(3−y)ι . (6.19)
The only way to satisfy the bound given by the diagonal entries is to have u =
x = y = 1 and to distribute the bimodule direct summands equally between Φ1
and Φ2. Thus Φ1 = Φ2 as bimodules (but not as objects in CA).
At this point we have found the bimodule part of all simple objects of grade
0. One can repeat the procedure to obtain those of grade 1 as well. In this case
two solutions are possible: one yielding 6 simple objects, and the other 5. From
Proposition 5.2 we already know that there are 11 simple objects in total, which
eliminates the first solution.
In order to study the tensor products of these 11 simple objects of CA via their
underlying bimodules, it is helpful to use a matrix notation for the direct sum
decomposition:
M = ιWι ⊕ ιXϕ ⊕ ϕYι ⊕ ϕZϕ  M =
(
W X
Y Z
)
. (6.20)
The tensor product ⊗A is then given by matrix multiplication. In this notation,
the decomposition of the simple objects in CA into simple bimodules is4
grade 0 grade 1
A =
(
1 0
0 1
)
S1 =
(
σ 1
1 2σ
)
∆ =
(
1 σ
σ 21 + ε
)
S2 =
(
σ ε
ε 2σ
)
E1 =
(
ε σ
σ 1 + 2ε
)
Ψ1 =
(
0 1
1 σ
)
(6.21)
4 Here we write multiplicities as multiplying by integers and “+” instead of “⊕” for better
readability, that is, we work with entries in the Grothendieck ring of C.
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dim 1 1.93.. 2.73.. 3.34.. 3.73.. 3.86..
C(sl(2), 10) 0, 10 1, 9 2, 8 3, 7 4, 6 5
(Ih3,)Ah, A, E2 Ψ1, L Φ1, Φ2 S1, S2 ∆, E1 Ψ2
Table 2.: Simple objects of C(sl(2), 10) and of (Ih3,)Ah, for h = exp(pii1924), sorted
by quantum dimension. For C(sl(2), 10) the Dynkin label 0, 1, . . . , 10 is
used to denote the simple objects, and for (Ih3,)Ah, the notation in (6.21)
is used.
E2 =
(
ε 0
0 ε
)
Ψ2 =
(
0 1 + ε
1 + ε 2σ
)
Φ1 = Φ2 =
(
0 σ
σ 1 + ε
)
L =
(
0 ε
ε σ
)
Thus, in this example all simple objects of CA except for Φ1, Φ2 are uniquely
characterised by their underlying bimodule. Since taking duals is compatible with
the underlying bimodule, in particular all simple objects except for possibly Φ1/2
are self-dual.
By [MR, Sec. 3.2], the underlying bimodules determine the quantum dimension
of objects in CA. Namely, if M ∈ CA and M =
∑
a,b∈B aMb as an A-A-bimodule
with aMb ∈ C, then, for a ∈ B,
dimCA(M) =
∑
b∈B
ψ2b
ψ2a
dimC(aMb) . (6.22)
In particular, it follows that the above expression is independent of the choice
of a ∈ B (for A simple), which in itself is a non-trivial condition if one tries to
understand which bimodules can appear in objects of CA.
We can therefore use the expressions in (6.21) to compute the quantum di-
mensions of the 11 simple objects. We have done that for h = exp(pii19
24
) as in
Remark 5.3 and recovered the quantum dimensions of C(sl(2), 10), see Table 2.
Direct sum decompositions in CA cannot be uniquely identified by the underlying
bimodules, not even up to the ambiguity of Φ1 vs. Φ2. For example,
Ψ1 ⊗A Ψ1 ∼=
(
1 σ
σ 21 + ε
)
. (6.23)
In this case, the right hand side could be the underlying bimodule of ∆ or of
A⊕Φ1/2. (However, since Ψ1 is self-dual, its tensor square in CA has to contain the
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tensor unit A of CA as a direct summand, and so the second decomposition is the
correct one in CA.) We verified that – taking Ψ1 has the generator – the iterated
tensor products of Ψ1 are compatible with those of C(sl(2), 10).
The quantum dimensions of simple objects are also useful in showing the follow-
ing result.
Proposition 6.1. The 32 modular fusion categories (Ih3,)Ah, for the 16 possible
values of h and  ∈ {±1} are pairwise non-equivalent as C-linear ribbon categories.
Proof. A ribbon equivalence preserves the global dimension and the anomaly. It is
shown in [CMRSS] that passing to the orbifold modular fusion category preserves
the anomaly. Hence the anomaly ξ of (Ih3,)Ah, is equal to that of Ih3, as stated
in (4.7).
A ribbon equivalence also preserves the quantum dimension of simple objects,
and from this one can verify that any equivalence must map Ψ1 for one choice of
(h, ) to either Ψ1 or L for any other choice (h
′, ′).
Abbreviating D = (Ih3,)Ah, , altogether we see that the triple of numbers(
Dim(D) , ξ(D) , dimD(Ψ1)
)
(6.24)
is a ribbon invariant. Note that dimD(Ψ1) = dimD(L), so it does not matter
whether we use Ψ1 or L. From (5.13), (4.7) and (5.3) we read off the explicit
values to be (
24
(
h2 + h−2
)−2
, h−3 , −(h10 + h−10) ) . (6.25)
It is straightforward to check that this distinguishes all 32 possibilities.
A. Appendix
A.1. Labelling convention for polynomial equations
The defining data and conditions for an orbifold datum arise from the study of
generalised orbifolds of Reshetikhin-Turaev TQFTs [CRS1, CRS3]. There, surface
defects are labelled by algebras and line defects by appropriate multi-modules. In
the pictures below, we give the defect version of the algebraic condition as we find
these to be the most readable way to present them. The shading on some surfaces
indicates that their orientation is opposite to that of the paper plane.
By assumption (A2), the algebra in question is a direct sum of copies of the
tensor unit, indexed by elements of B. In the pictures below, we indicate for each
surface the index in B that we used when converting the corresponding algebraic
equations (O1)–(O8) in [MR, Def. 2.2] into the polynomial equations in Table 1.
For (O1) this is explained in slightly more detail in Appendix A.2.
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O1 :
=
O2 :
=
O3 :
=
O4 :
=
O5 :
=
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O6 :
=
O7 :
=
O8 :
= = = φ−2 ·
A.2. Deriving the pentagon condition
The pentagon condition (identity (O1) in [MR, Def. 2.2]) for an orbifold datum
A = (A, T, α, α, ψ, φ) in a modular fusion category C is
= . (A.1)
This algebraic condition is obtained directly from the defect presentation O1 in the
previous appendix. Under assumptions (A1)–(A3) it is equivalent to the collection
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of identities
=
∑
x∈B
, a, b, c, d, e, p, q, r, s ∈ B , (A.2)
where we used (2.9) and cancelled the appearances of ψ on both sides. Notice
that the indexing matches the defect presentation O1 in the previous appendix.
For example, on the left hand side of (A.2), the object atbp at the bottom left
corresponds in the defect presentation O1 to the bottom left line defect, which
is connected to a surface defect labelled a on the left, and to two surface defects
labelled b and p on the right.
Let us decompose the source and target of the morphism in (A.2) into simple
objects by composing both sides with
, , g, k,m ∈ I . (A.3)
On the left hand side one gets:
=
∑
i,j∈I
fa, isde, qrf
a, j
bcq, ps (A.4)
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=
∑
i,j∈I
fa, isde, qr f
a, j
bcq, ps F
(atre rtsd stbc)g
k i G
(atbp ptcq qtde)g
j m . (A.5)
The remaining diagram can be quickly evaluated as follows:
= = R(atsq stbc)j R−(stbc i)g
= R(atsq stbc)j R−(stbc i)g F (stbc atsq qtde)gi j · idg . (A.6)
Similarly we compute the right hand side of (A.2) upon composing with the mor-
phisms in (A.3):
∑
x∈B
=
∑
x∈B, l∈I
fp, mcde, qx f
a, l
bxe, pr f
r, k
bcd, xs
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=
∑
x∈B, l∈I
fp, mcde, qx f
a, l
bxe, pr f
r, k
bcd, xs N
m
ptcq qtde
Nk
rtsd stbc
=
∑
x∈B, l∈I
fp, mcde, qx f
a, l
bxe, pr f
r, k
bcd, xs F
(atre rtbx xtcd)g
k l G
(atbp ptxe xtcd)g
lm · idg . (A.7)
Comparing coefficients in (A.5) and (A.7) gives condition (O1) in Table 1.
A.3. Evaluating the T 3-invariant
Let C be a modular fusion category and A = (A, T, α, α, ψ, φ) a simple orbifold da-
tum in C, satisfying assumptions (A1)–(A3). To compute the invariant Zorb,AC (T 3)
of the 3-torus T 3 one must first pick an A-decorated skeleton of it (see [CMRSS]
for details), i.e. a stratification S of T 3, such that all 3-strata are homeomorphic to
R3, 2-strata are labelled by A, 1-strata are labelled by T and 0-strata are labelled
by α, α depending on the orientation. Our choice is going to be the following:
. (A.8)
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Here T 3 is depicted as a cube with the opposite sides identified, all of the 2-strata
have the paper plane orientation. The label on each 2-stratum matches the index
of the summand 1 in the direct sum decomposition of the corresponding copy of
A as used below.
Next one converts the stratification to a C-coloured ribbon graph embedded
in T 3 and evaluates it with the Reshetikhin-Turaev TQFT ZC as described in
[CRS2, CRS3]. Using the expressions (2.7), (2.9), (2.10), (2.12) for α and α one
gets:
Zorb,AC (T
3) =
φ2 ·
∑
a,b,c,d,e,f,g∈B
r,s,t,u,v,w∈I
ψ2aψ
2
cψ
2
eψ
2
f
ψ2bψ
2
dψ
2
g
f e, rafc, bg f
e, s
caf, gd f
e, u
fca, db g
e, t
acf, db g
e, v
fac, gd g
e, w
cfa, bg
· ZC(T 3def) . (A.9)
where
T 3def := . (A.10)
To evaluate the invariant of the torus (A.10), let us introduce the scalars Lbcf, wteda, ur
∣∣
x
,
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where a, b, c, d, e ∈ B and x, u, r, w, t ∈ I, such that
=
∑
x∈I
Lbcf, wteda, ur
∣∣
x
. (A.11)
We claim that the following equality holds:
Lbcf, wteda, ur
∣∣
x
= Nw
etda btcf
N t
etad btcf
dimx
dim btfc
F
(etad btcf x)r
btfc t
G
(etda btcf x)u
w btfc
. (A.12)
Indeed, use the identity
=
∑
k∈I
dim k
dim j
(A.13)
to rewrite the left hand side of (A.11) as
=
∑
x∈I
dimx
dim btfc
=
∑
x∈I
dimx
dim btfc
G
(etda btfc x)u
w btfc
F
(etad btcf x)r
btfc t
. (A.14)
We now focus on evaluating the invariant of the torus T 3def as in (A.10). Let us
denote by T 3(a), T
3
(b), . . . , T
3
(f) the 3-tori with embedded ribbon graphs as depicted
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure A.1.: Three-torus with a series of embedded ribbon graphs as used in the
calculation in (A.15).
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in Figure A.1. One has:
ZC(T 3def) =
∑
x,y,k∈I
Lbcf, wteba, ur
∣∣
x
Ldca, usefd, vt
∣∣
y
Lgaf, srecg, wv
∣∣
k
· ZC(T 3(a)) , (A.15)
where
ZC(T 3(a)) =
∑
z∈I
dim z
dimu
· ZC(T 3(b)) , ZC(T 3(b)) = F (r z y) vk u · ZC(T 3(c)) ,
ZC(T 3(c)) =
dim v
dim k
· ZC(T 3(d)) , ZC(T 3(d)) =
∑
l,m∈I
F
(s k x)u
l w G
(t x z)u
rm · ZC(T 3(e)) ,
ZC(T 3(e)) = G
(s ym)u
t l · ZC(T 3(f)) , ZC(T 3(f)) =
dimu
dim l
· Txyz, klm ,
where in the last equation we use the notation
Txyz, klm := ZC


. (A.16)
Combining all of the equations in (A.15) one already obtains (3.12). It remains to
derive the expression for Txyz, klm.
The invariant of T 3 = S1 × S1 × S1 can also be computed as the trace of the
operator invariant assigned to the cylinder C = S1 × S1 × [0, 1]. The same is true
if T 3 has an embedded ribbon graph, in which case C can have punctures on its
boundary. For the cylinder corresponding to the 3-torus in the argument of ZC in
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(A.16) we will use the graphical representation
(A.17)
where the outer tube represents the manifold S2 × S1 (the ends of the tube on
the left and on the right are assumed to be identified and the boundary circle of a
vertical slice corresponds to the point at infinity of S2). The two small inner tubes
represent the boundary components (seen here as obtained by removing two solid
tori from S2×S1). The tube at the bottom corresponds to the incoming boundary
component, while the one at the top to the outgoing one.
The vector space assigned to a 2-torus with a single z ∈ I labelled puncture is
isomorphic to
⊕
q∈I C(q, q ⊗ z) and its dual to
⊕
p∈I C(p ⊗ z, p). The image of a
basis element λ(qz)q and evaluation with the dual basis element λ(pz)p are obtained
by gluing the solid tori
and
to the incoming and outgoing boundary respectively. One then has:
Txyz, klm =
∑
p∈I
ZC


. (A.18)
Now, the invariant of S2× S1 is equal to the trace of the operator invariant of the
cylinder S2 × [0, 1]. The vector space assigned to a 2-sphere with three punctures
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labelled by p, y, p∗ as in (A.18) is C(1, p⊗ y ⊗ p∗) with the dual C(p⊗ y ⊗ p∗,1).
Using the basis
with dual
1
dim p
(A.19)
one has:
Txyz, klm =
∑
p∈I
Nppy
dim p
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Γ
. (A.20)
The scalar represented by the string diagram Γ can be expressed as follows:
Γ = G
(p z y)p
p k ·
= G
(p z y)p
p k N
k
zy ·
(∗)
= G
(p z y)p
p k
∑
j∈I
G
(p k x)j
p l ·
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= G
(p z y)p
p k
∑
j∈I
G
(p k x)j
p l F
(p ym)j
l p ·
= G
(p z y)p
p k
∑
j∈I
G
(p k x)j
p l F
(p ym)j
l p N
p
py ·
(∗∗)
= G
(p z y)p
p k
∑
j∈I
G
(p k x)j
p l F
(p ym)j
l p R
−(z x)m θj
θxθp
F (p z x)jmp · dim j .
In step (∗) we omitted Nkzy as it is implicit in G(pzy)ppk . In step (∗∗) we omitted Nppy
for the same reason, and we used the identities
= , = F (p z x)jmp · dim j . (A.21)
Substituting the above expression for Γ into (A.20) yields exactly the expression
for Txyz, klm in Lemma 3.6.
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